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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PHASE 3: LOCALISED EFFECTS ON CASUALTY CRASHES
AND CRASH SEVERITY

Introduction

The previous report (Cameron et al1992) estimates the generalised or dispersed

effects on casualty crashes and investigates the effect of the various components of
the program.

Phase 3 tests for a reduction in casualty crash frequency and severity at those times

and in those areas where speed cameras were used in Melbourne from 1 July 1990 to
31 December 1991. No comparisons with another jurisdiction nor corrections for
unemployment and other factors were necessary because each day during the 18
month time period chosen has a hypothesised camera influence in some places and not
in others. These places alternate from day to day and the crashes during the days with
no camera influence provide the baseline with which to compare the crashes on days
with a hypothesised camera influence. Separate links with the speed camera
operations at the camera site, and with the subsequent issue of speed camera Traffic
Infringement Notices (TINs) from the camera site, were investigated.

It was presumed that the disincentive to exceed the speed limit is strongest when
passing a speed camera in operation (if seen) and that this influence diminishes with
time and distance from the stimulus. Many drivers, however, may not be aware of
passing a speed camera and only find out about the site location after receiving a TIN
(which gives the time and place of the offence). Thus it was presumed that there may
be a disincentive to exceed the speed limit when driving near the known site of a
previous speed camera operation after receiving a TIN.

Although the influence of the speed camera is thought to peak at the closest time and
place to the camera operation and then reduce gradually, for this study an artificial
cut-off point for the influence both in terms of time and distance had to be chosen.
These cut-off points are somewhat arbitrary but fixed for Phase 3 and have been
chosen as the most likely to encompass the speed camera influence.

Phase 3 aims to investigate a direct link between speed camera operations and/or TIN
receipts with a reduction in casualty crash frequency and/or crash severity. The
methodology does not involve any measurements of speed or speed change and does
not rely on defining crashes in which speed may have been a major cause. All types
of casualty crashes are included and therefore any reduction in frequency or severity
found would be less than that expected in the sub-set of speed related crashes.
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Definition of speed camera influence from the pilot study

On the basis of the pilot study the following workable hypotheses describing the
extent and duration of the speed camera influence were adopted.

camera site operation influence extends for 7 consecutive days
TIN receipt influence extends for 14 consecutive days
each influence extends for a distance of I km from each camera site

the influence from I site operation is counted as the same as the influence
(either site operation or TIN receipt) from many cameras at once.

Other worthwhile hypotheses involving alternative. definitions are recommended for
further investigation in the report.

Area of influence
The area of influence was tested in each of the following areas separately:

All places within I km radius of the camera site (All Roads and Streets)
All arterial roads within I km radius of the camera site (Arterial Roads)

Along the same arterial road, I km either side of the camera site.
(Matched Arterials)

Type of influence
Phase 2 of the project showed that the number of speed camera TINs issued to drivers
was more closely related to the decrease in frequency and severity of crashes than the
number of hours of speed camera operation. Therefore it was decided to test three
alternative types of speed camera influence:

knowing about a speed camera in operation (Site operation influence)
receiving a TIN (TIN receipt influence)
both of the above (Both Influence)

Hours of the week
Phases I and 2 of the evaluation excluded crashes in 'high alcohol hours' of the week
to avoid contamination with the effects on crashes from the increase in Random

Breath Testing activity by the police at this time. The exclusion of crashes in 'high
alcohol hours', however, was not necessary in Phase 3. Therefore the localised effects
of the speed camera program were measured in terms of:

casualty crashes at all times of the day (all hours) (Crash severity only)
casualty crashes in low alcohol hours (low alcohol hours)
casualty crashes in high alcohol hours (high alcohol hours).
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Hypotheses

For each investigation the number of crashes on days with 'influence' and the number
of crashes on days with 'no influence' were compared.

Phase 3 aimed to test the following hypotheses:

(a) the crash rate for days with an influence will be lower than the crash rate for

days with no influence, for a particular type of influence, area of influence,
and time of week.

(b) the severity of crashes for days with an influence will be lower than the

severity of crashes for days with no influence, for a particular type of
influence, area of influence and time of week.

Crash frequency results

*

*

*

When including crashes on all roads, a significant reduction in crash
frequency was found as a result of the TIN receipt influence in the high
alcohol hours of the week.

On arterial roads in high alcohol hours there was a significant reduction in
crash frequency as a result of the TIN receipt influence.

No statistically significant changes in casualty crash frequency was found
when the influence of site operations was considered.

Crash severity results

There was no change found in crash injury severity due to the hypothesised presence
of a speed camera influence in any of the situations analysed. This would suggest
that the reduction in crash severity found in Phase 1 is a general effect and that there
is no localised effect of the speed camera program on crash severity.

Discussion

It is clear that receipt of a TIN has an impact on crash frequency reduction in high
alcohol hours of the week. The site operation influence, on the other hand, showed no
effect on crash reduction. The reduction in crash frequency during 'high alcohol hours'
may result from the higher speeds generally found during these hours.

The localised effects have been measured relative to other days considered to have
been 'uninfluenced' by the camera operations (and subsequent TIN issue to detected
speeders). Thus the magnitude of the measured localised effect is just one component
of the general effects in Melbourne measured in Phase 1. The apparently stronger
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influence of TIN receipt, compared with actual camera operations, is consistent with
the results of Phase 2.

Conclusions

Phase 3 found a statistically significant reduction in casualty crashes within 1 km of a
camera site as a result of the receipt of a TIN. This appeared to have affected drivers
in the vicinity of the site for two weeks (and maybe longer) after receiving the
penalty. The effect appears to have been confined to 'high alcohol hours' of the week
(mainly night-time) on arterial roads.

There was no statistically significant reduction in the number of crashes which

occurred (within 1 km of the camera site) during the week immediately after the speed
camera operation.

There was also no evidence of a difference in crash severity between the crashes
which happened on days when a speed camera influence was assumed to be present
and crashes which happened on days when the speed camera influence was assumed
to be absent.

Further work to gain greater understanding into the extent and duration of the speed

camera influence and the link between vehicle speed and crash frequency is

recommended in the report.

PHASE 4: EFFECTS ON SPEEDS
Introduction

Phase 4 aimed to determine the overall effects on vehicle speed in Victoria in
response to the general effects of the speed camera program which includes the
associated road safety publicity by the Transport Accident Commission (TAC).

Speed measurements

There were two speed monitoring programs established by VICROADS to measure
the change in vehicle speeds in Victoria after the introduction of speed cameras.

Sites where the speeds were sampled over a few days in November and June
from November 1989 to November 1991.

Sites where speed was measured continually over the period (1 week per
month)

Traffic monitoring in Victoria is requested for many purposes and permanent sites
have been set up to facilitate this procedure. Groups of sites were chosen to represent
vehicle speeds on roads with speed limits of 100 km/h, 75 km/h and 60 km/h. Some
sites were in Melbourne and others in the rest of Victoria.

11 I I I Ii 'I
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Data was collected from November 1989, which was prior to the commencement of
the speed camera program. The major launch of the enforcement and associated

publicity occurred in April 1990, although there was media coverage of the impending
use of speed cameras by the police in Victoria before November 1989.

Results

The data collected at many sites was found to be faulty or missing, but the overall
impression is that there has been little change in 'mean speeds'. The percentage of
drivers exceeding the speed limit by more than 15 km, however, has decreased on
roads with a speed limit of 60 km/h or 75 km/h, but there has been no change in
excessive speeding on roads with a speed limit of 100 km/h.

Previous research in 1970 by the Research Triangle Institute suggested that the risk of
casualty crash for vehicles exceeding the speed limit by at least 25 km/h is 6.9 times
the risk for vehicles travelling around the speed limit. This predicts that the observed
small decrease in the number of vehicles exceeding the speed limit by an excessive
amount could have resulted in a large decrease (estimated 7%) in the number of
casualty crashes.

Conclusions

From the few speed measurements recorded, it can be inferred that the percentage of
vehicles exceeding the speed limit by more than 15 km/hdecreased from November
1989 to March 1990 and has remained below the previous levels in both 60 km/h and
75 km/h speed zones. The distribution of vehicle speeds recorded in 100 km/h speed
zones did not change after the introduction of the speed camera program in Victoria.
No significant change in the mean speed was detected.
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INTRODUCTION

The paucity of relevant information about the effects of different types of speed
enforcement on speed behaviour and speed-related crash risk has been shown in the
review of existing research literature in the previous report describing Phase 1 and
Phase 2 (Cameron et aI, 1992). Thus there is little previous research to guide an
evaluation of the speed camera program (including supporting publicity) which is
directed at behavioural change. Information about where and for how long travel
speeds are likely to be affected by this type of enforcement would allow identification

of where and when the crash effects of the program are expected. Without this

information, knowing where and when to look and test for effects is difficult to
define. The deterrence mechanisms underlying behavioural change are also not well
understood.

Consequently, testing for an effect was planned at a number of levels so that the
evaluation is both as comprehensive and as definitive as possible. The effects of the
program on crashes has been evaluated at three levels:

Phase 1:

Phase 2:

Phase 3:

General effects Victoria-wide, in the Melbourne metropolitan and
rest of State areas, and specifically on arterial roads in the respective
areas

Effects through the specific and general deterrence mechanisms
associated with the speed camera program (Melbourne only)

Localised effects in time and space related to the defined influence of
speed cameras at specific sites in Melbourne.

A future phase, Phase 4, will examine the changes in vehicle speeds in Melbourne and
the rest of Victoria from November 1989, before the commencement of the program,
to the end of 1991, the end of the crash evaluation period.

This report describes the analysis and results of Phases 3.

PHASE 1

Phase 1 measured the generalised or dispersed effects beyond the immediate speed
camera sites and times, given that speed cameras are:

generally not obvious,
used at many sites,
used at sustained at high levels (relative to previous speed enforcement), and
supported by pervasive and intensive publicity.
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The effect was evaluated in terms of a reduction in casualty crash frequency and their
injury severity during the 'low alcohol hours' of the week. Comparisons were made
with corresponding areas of New South Wales after correcting for differences in
unemployment rates.

The 'low alcohol hours' are Monday to Thursday 6am to 6pm, Friday 6am to 4pm,
Saturday 8am to 2pm, Sunday lOam to 4pm, when less than 4% of drivers killed or
admitted to hospital in 1988-89 had a Blood Alcohol Concentration (BAC) exceeding
0.05%.

A consistent significant drop in the number of casualty crashes across all treated
areas was observed for the periods corresponding to the publicity launch and the
increase in speed camera enforcement, except for 100 km/h rural open roads where
there was a significant drop in the speed camera enforcement period only.

The results for Phase 1 show that:

In terms of casualty crash frequency in low alcohol hours, the pattern of results
suggested that there were larger reductions on 60 km/h arterial roads and all
arterial roads in Melbourne (around 30%) compared with

Melbourne as a whole and in rest of Victoria 60 km/h zones (around 20%) and
rural 100 km/h zones (14% drop in one period only). This pattern of effects

corresponds with the level of speed camera enforcement in these different areas.

In terms of the injury severity of casualty crashes, reductions were observed in
the Melbourne areas but not in the rest of Victoria, again corresponding to the
greater level of speed camera enforcement in Melbourne. There was no substantial
difference between the effects on Melbourne arterial roads only and all Melbourne
roads, except that the decrease in severity appeared somewhat greater on the arterials.

PHASE 2

Phase 2 measured the effect of the speed camera program in Melbourne as a whole
and on arterial roads in Melbourne. The effects in the rest of Victoria were not

included. Phase 2 estimated the impact of the speed camera program by modelling
the various deterrence mechanisms of the program against the evaluation criteria.

The program mechanisms included were the monthly levels for:

Speed camera operation hours
Speed camera TINs (Traffic Infringement Notices) issued to drivers
All TAC (Transport Accident Commission) road safety publicity
TAC speed related publicity only.

The evaluation criteria used were the same as in Phase 1, that is,

Casualty crash incidence in low alcohol hours
Injury severity in casualty crashes during low alcohol hours.

I , I1 I1 I ;,1
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The results for Phase 2 show that:

In terms of casualty crash frequency in low alcohol hours, there was a significant
inverse relationship with

the number of speed camera TINs issued to drivers

all TAC road safety publicity

The relationship with the speed related TAC publicity was significant at the 0.07 level

only. However there was no statistically significant relationship between the decrease

in crash frequency and the increase in hours of speed camera operation.

In terms of injury severity of casualty crashes in low alcohol hours, there was a

significant inverse relationship with:

the number of speed camera TINs issued to drivers
speed camera operation hours.

The apparent effects of speed camera TINs issued to drivers were related to both crash
frequency and injury severity, with stronger effects observed on arterial roads for
both evaluation criteria.

PHASE 3

Phase 3 tests for a reduction in crash frequency and crash severity at various times
and various areas linked to the time and location of speed camera use and the
subsequent issue of speed camera TINs. This link would predict that the reduction in
crash frequency and crash severity is the result of a reduction in speed. The effect of
speed cameras on crashes would then be at a maximum where and when vehicle speed
is most likely to be reduced. Drivers can quickly vary their travel speeds in response
to a number of factors, including perceived enforcement presence such as

seeing a speed camera in operation,
previous sighting of a speed camera at a particular location,
knowledge of enforcement at a location from receipt of a TIN,
warnings from other drivers, or
predictability based on familiarity with camera deployment.

The likely distribution of any speed variation in time and space cannot be presumed
from previous research and hence the time and place of maximum speed camera
effects is also difficult to define. From anecdotal evidence, it is assumed that the
disincentive to exceed the speed limit is strongest when passing a speed camera in
operation (when seen) and that this influence diminishes with time and distance from
the stimulus. Many drivers, however, may not be aware of passing a speed camera
and only find out about the site of a speed camera after receiving a TIN which gives
the time and place of the offence. Thus it is assumed that there would also be a
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disincentive to exceed the speed limit when passing the known site of a previous
speed camera operation on following occasions after receiving a TIN.

The extent and duration of this reduction in speed is assumed to relate directly to the
expected decrease in speed related crashes and/or decrease in the severity of crashes.
Speed camera operations which maximise the 'suppression of speeding' will achieve
the greatest effects, and hence recommendations can be made for optimising

enforcement strategies.

The advantage of examining the localised effects is that it provides the most definitive
assessment of the cause-and-effect connection between crash data and the speed

camera program if the effects are large enough to be measured. This is because any
reductions found can be directly linked to the defined influence of the speed cameras.

Although the influence of the speed camera is thought to peak at the closest time and
place to the camera operation and then tail off gradually, for this study an artificial

cut-off point both in terms oftime and distance had to be chosen where the influence

of the speed camera changes from being present to being absent. These cut-off points
are somewhat arbitrary but fixed for Phase 3 and have been chosen as the most likely

to encompass the speed camera influence. If so, this would maximise the possibility
of measuring an effect on crash frequency and crash severity if such a localised effect
exists.

Phase 3 aims to investigate a direct link between speed camera operations and/or TIN

receipts with a reduction in crash frequency and/or crash severity. The methodology

does not involve any measurements of speed or speed change and does not rely on

defining crashes in which speed may have been a major cause. All types of crashes
are included and therefore any reduction in frequency or severity found would be less
than that expected in the sub-set of speed related crashes. No comparisons with
Sydney or corrections for unemployment are necessary.

To help understand the constraints in determining the optimum extent and duration of
the hypothesised speed camera effect, an in-depth pilot study of speed camera use in
Broadmeadows was conducted. Broadmeadows was chosen because it was the local

government area in Melbourne with the highest number of casualty crashes in the
period July 1990 to December 1991 and where the number of speed camera sessions
was s~milar to the Melbourne Metropolitan average.

PHASE 4

Phase 4 aims to determine the overall effects on vehicle speed in Victoria in response
to the general effects of the speed camera program which includes the associated road
safety publicity by the Transport Accident Commission (TAC).

I I 11 11 I i_'1 i
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PHASE 3: LOCALISED EFFECTS ON CASUALTY CRASHES
AND CRASH SEVERITY

1.0 PILOT STUDY

There were a total of 496 crashes in Broadmeadows and 14 speed camera sites with

different Melway references used during the 18-month period considered (July 1990

to December 1991). This resulted in 280 speed camera film/photo sessions with

some camera sites being visited more often than others. The number of film/photo
sessions at one particular camera site over the 18-month period varied between 1 and

82. Sometimes, however, there was more than one film/photo session on the same
day at the same site.

This could be explained by the fact that sometimes the speed camera had to be re-set
at a slightly different position should conditions at the site change, for example a car
parked across the road could interfere with the operation. Thus there were only 156
different days of speed camera operation over the 549 days in the I8-month study
period.

1.1 Size of influence area

The size of the influence area, within which the speed camera is affecting drivers'
behaviour, was chosen with reference to the results of previous studies reviewed by
Cameron et al (1992). Estimates in urban 60 km/h speed zones vary from 'within
visibility range' to 0.5 miles (800 metres). Most studies conclude that the effect of
highly visible and limited speed enforcement is highly localised and temporary.

The 'halo' size, apart from being plausible on the basis of previous studies, has to be
big enough to include a sufficient number of crashes for analysis purposes and small
enough to minimise overlapping areas of other camera site operation influences.

To establish a close cause-and-effect relationship between speed camera operations
and crash risk reduction, the areas of influence should necessarily be defined centred
around particular sites of camera operation. A 'halo' effect of 1 km radius was tested
to see how many crashes occurred further than 1 km away from any camera site and
would therefore be excluded from the analysis.

A radius of 1 km resulted in 196 crashes being excluded and 300 crashes (60%) being
included. Most crashes, however, were within 1 km of more than one speed camera.
It was decided not to increase the 'halo size' because this would increase the area

where there was an overlap of speed camera influence and not to decrease the 'halo
size' because it would exclude too many crashes.
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The problem of how to quantify overlapping speed camera influences was researched
in detail and it was decided in the interests of simplicity to test an area of influence
from a site operation equal to the area of influence from a TIN receipt. It was

hY£9thesised that two or more influences on the same day had the same effect on
crashes as only one influence. The influence would be either 'on' or 'off 'on a

particular day, so that each crash would be coded as either 'with influence' or 'with no
influence' depending on whether at least one of the camera sites was exerting an
influence on the day of the accident.

1.2 Length of influence period

From previous studies reviewed in Cameron et al (1991), the duration of the speed
reduction after a period of enforcement was difficult to quantify and predict. The
estimates ranged from 'sometime after removal' to 14 days after repeated enforcement
at the same site in Sweden in 1983.

Crash rate in Melbourne is higher on Fridays and crash severity is higher on

Saturdays. Therefore the duration of influence should be hypothesised in whole week

periods to minimise any bias due to day of the week in the days with 'influence' and
the days with 'no influence'. It was decided to test a minimum duration for site

operation influence of 7 days to see how the crashes in a particular area of

Broadmeadows are distributed between those which happen on days with site

operation influence and those which happen on days when there was no site operation
influence.

It was considered that the receipt of a TIN could have a longer influence on driver
behaviour than the awareness of a speed camera operation. This is because the TIN
clearly specifies the camera site location at which the driver was detected speeding
(the driver may have been unaware of the speed camera operation prior to this) and
includes penalties of a fine and demerit points. In addition, a TIN allows a period of
28 days to pay the fine and a further period after a courtesy letter to pay the fine and
increased costs. Most drivers do not pay until the due date (at the end ofthe 28-day
period) while about 15% do not pay until after they have received the courtesy letter.

It could be argued that the TIN influence on driver behaviour might extend to about
four weeks. Four consecutive weeks, however, was considered too long an influence
period for this analysis because of the overlap of speed camera operation sessions. It
was necessary to categorise some days where there was no hypothesised influence,
interspersed with the days with 'influence', as a control for crash rate. If the TIN
receipt influence extends much more than two weeks then the control used is
weakened and the resulting effect of the TIN receipt influence is minimised.

11
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It was decided to test the outcome in Broadmeadows for an influence duration of

1 week after a camera operation and 2 weeks after the receipt of a TIN. The minimum

number of crashes on days with 'influence' would be when only the site operation
influence was being considered (7 days). Therefore the following illustration includes
site operation influence only.

1.3 Overlapping influences

Figure 1 gives a fictional simplified diagram of 37 crashes in Broadmeadows within 1
km of 3 speed camera sites to illustrate the extent of overlap of influence from

adjacent sites. This detailed examination of crash sites in relation to speed camera
sites was necessary to ensure that there were sufficient crashes (for analysis purposes)
when the camera influence was present using the a cut-off point of7 days for the
duration of the site operation influence.

In the diagram crashes with 'influence' are denoted by a capital letter and crashes with
'no influence' by a small letter.

Camera site A has:

a total of 16 crashes within 1 km (A+a = 16)
5 crashes with influence (A)

(Le., when there was a speed camera at site A
within the past 7 days)

11 crashes with no influence (a)
(i.e., when there was no speed camera at site A
within the past 7 days)

Camera site B has:

a total of 12 crashes within 1 km (B+b = 12)
9 crashes with influence (B)
3 crashes with no influence (b)

Camera site C has:

a total of 22 crashes (C+c = 22)
7 crashes with influence (C)
15 crashes with no influence (c)
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Figure 1
Crash sites influenced by three camera sites

In the overlap areas the same crash may be influenced by the speed camera operations
of more than one camera site. As can be seen from Figure 1, on any particular crash
day at any particular crash site, the influences from the different camera sites may be
'on' or 'off. For example, the crash in Figure 1 labelled (ab) is in an area within 1 km
of both Camera Site A and Camera Site B but on this particular day both camera sites
were not in use, and hence the crash is coded as being on a day with 'no influence'.
Alternatively, the crash labelled (aBc) is in an area where three camera site areas of
influence overlap. Although there is an influence from operations at Camera Site B
only, the crash is still coded as being on a day with 'influence'.

This hypothetical scenario above resulted in 20 crashes (with at least one capital letter)
coded as occurring on days with 'influence' and 17 crashes coded as occurring on days
with 'no influence'. After looking at the distribution of crashes within the periods with
'influence' and the periods with 'no influence', it was decided that it would be
reasonable to proceed to test the hypothesis that the duration of the site operation
influence was 7 days. A duration of 14 days was considered appropriate for testing
the duration of the TIN receipt influence.

I ,
1I 11 I 1,1 I \ l~
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1.4 Number of days with influence

Each film/photo session was processed separately and so 1 operation day at a
particular camera site could have more than one separate film/photo combinations and
hence could have more than one different days of initial TIN issue. On average 75%
of TINs from the same film/photo session were sent out on the first day of issue and
two days after this day was taken as the beginning of the 14 days of TIN influence at
the site (allowing 2 days for postage time).

The distribution of the 280 film/photo sessions in Broadmeadows is shown in

Appendix A. The days in the 18-month period are numbered 1 to 549 and sesday is

the numbered day on which a speed camera was operating at one or more of the 14

speed camera sites in Broadmeadows. Thus a frequency greater than 1 of any sesday

could mean multiple film/photo sessions at the same site and/or single film/photo
sessions at different sites on the same day.

Tinsday is the numbered day on which the TINs corresponding to the 280 film/photo
sessions were issued. It is interesting to note that 139 film/photo sessions (49.6%) did
not result in TIN issue. This could be due to a variety of operational factors.

As an example, Table 1 shows the sesdays and tinsdays for Camera Site IOO17 from
day 390 (25 Jan 1991) to day 402. Day 390 had three film/photo sessions at Site
Number IOOI7, and the associated TINs were issued beginning on tinsdays 409, 411
and 416. One film/photo session from sesday 395 had no TIN issue and there was
only one film/photo session at Site Number IO017 on sesday 402.

Table 1

Speed camera operations and TINs issue day at Site Number 10017

. Sesday (day of camera operation)

390 (25 Jan 1991)
390 (25JanI991).
390 (25 Jan 1991)
395 (30Jan 1991)
395 (30Jan 1991)
398 (2 Feb 1991)
398 (2 Feb 1991)
400 (4 Feb 1991)
400 (4 Feb 1991)
402 (6 Feb 1991)

Corresponding
Tinsday (first day of TIN issue)

409 (13 Feb 1991)
411 (15 Feb 1991)
416 (20 Feb 1991)

No TINs issued

431 (7 Mar 1991)
424 (28 Feb 1991)
426 (2 Mar 1991)
419 (23 Feb 1991)
422 (26Feb 1991)
429 (5 Mar 1991)
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The frequency lists in Appendix A also show the distribution over the 18-month
period for the 156 sesdays and the 95 tinsdays for all 14 camera sites in
Broadmeadows. Both measures, when translated into influence days (i.e., with the
addition of 7 or 14 days), appear intermittently over the whole period. This means
that there will be sufficient days with 'no influence' to provide a control measure
throughout the 18-month period.

Crash rate in Melbourne reduced from July 1990 to December 1991 but the 300
crashes to be included in the analysis in Broadmeadows were spread fairly evenly

over the time period as shown in Appendix B. This is important because an increase
in the density of days 'with influence' coinciding with a decrease in overall crash
frequency could over-estimate the effect of speed cameras.

It was also important that the number of days with 'influence' out of the possible 549
days was not too few so that a sufficient number of crashes would be coded on such

days to allow any reduction in crash frequency to be measured with reasonable

precision. The number of days with site operation influence only at any crash site in
Broadmeadows varied from 7 to 272 ((out of a possible 549 days). There were 300
crash sites within 1 km of a speed camera site in Broadmeadows.

Figure 2 shows the area within 1 km of Site 17. There were 58 crashes in this area
during the 18-month period. The crashes are coded (as shown in Figure 1) to be
either on days 'with influence' or on days 'with no influence'. As shown in Figure 2

the camera influence could come from 4 other sites whose 1 km area overlaps that of

site 17. This means that the 58 crashes do not all have the same number of days 'with

influence' out of the 549 possible days.

The area around Site 17 with no overlap with other speed camera sites has 102 days
'with influence', whereas the area where there is an overlap with Site 16 and Site 18
the number of days 'with influence' is 182. Where there is no change in the number of
days 'with influence' then it means that the days 'with influence' from the two or more
sites co-incided and therefore did not change the total.

I ,
11 I I I I ,~
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Figure 2
Crashes within 1 km of Camera Site 17

KEY: '102: 3119'= 102 days with influence: 3 crashes when influence on out of 19 total crashes

In Broadmeadows 166 crashes out of300 (55%) were at sites where the number of
days with site operation influence was between 102 and 156 days. 22% of crashes,
however, were at crash sites where there was less than 30 days of camera site
operation influence. When there is a large difference in the number of days with
'influence' and the number of days with 'no influence' the reduction in crash frequency
cannot be estimated so accurately. With the longer duration hypothesised for the TIN
receipt influence, however, the difference in the number of days is not so large.
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1.5 Definition of speed camera influence from the pilot study

On the basis of the pilot study the following workable hypotheses describing the
extent and duration of the speed camera influence was adopted.

For Phase 3 the localised speed camera influence was hypothesised as:

camera site operation influence extending for 7 consecutive days

TIN receipt influence extending for 14 consecutive days
each influence extending for a distance of 1 km from each camera site
the influence from 1 site operation being counted as the same as the influence

(either site operation or TIN receipt) from many cameras at once.

2.0 SCOPE OF THE ANALYSIS

In assessing the effect of speed camera operations on crash risk and severity it was

necessary to put hypothesised boundaries on the effect in terms of:

area of influence

type of influence
duration of influence.

The definition of speed camera influence in terms of the above measures could be
varied, but for Phase 3 of this study the definition of influence was fixed by necessity
and the outcome of the analysis measured the effect of this hypothesised speed camera
influence on crashes. Other worthwhile hypotheses involving alternative definitions
will be recommended under further work (see Section 9).

2.1 Area of influence

In Phase 3 the area of influence was tested in each of the following areas separately:

All places within 1 km radius of the camera site (All places)
All arterial roads within 1 km radius of the camera site (Arterial Roads)
Along the same arterial road, 1 km either side of the camera site.
(Matched Arterials)

I ,
11 11 I l.1
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2.2 Type of influence

Phase 2 showed that the number of speed camera TINs issued to drivers was more

closely related to the decrease in frequency and severity of crashes than the number of
hours of speed camera operation. Therefore it was decided to test three alternative
types of speed camera influence:

knowing about a speed camera in operation but not having received a TIN
(Site operation influence)

receiving a TIN but not aware of a speed camera in operation (TIN receipt
influence)

knowing about both a site operation and having received a TIN (Both
Influences)

2.3 Duration of influence

The duration of the two types of influence is defined as follows:

The day of operation plus the following 6 days for site operation influence
The third day after the issuing of a TIN (to allow for postage time) plus the
following 13 days for TIN receipt influence.

2.4 Crash sub-sets

Phases 1 and 2 of the evaluation excluded crashes in 'high alcohol hours' to avoid
contamination with the effects on crashes from the increase in Random Breath Testing
activity by the police at this time. 'High alcohol hours' are defined as the hours not
included in 'Low alcohol Hours' which are:

6.00-18.00 Monday-Thursday,
6.00-16.00 Friday,
8.00-14.00 Saturday and
10.00-16.00 on Sunday.

The 'high alcohol hours' of the week were chosen on the criterion that more than 15%
of all drivers who were killed or seriously injured in a two-hour block had a Blood
Alcohol Concentration (BAC) over 0.05%. This split resulted in 4% of drivers killed
or seriously injured with BAC over 0.05% in 'low alcohol hours' and 38% in 'high
alcohol hours' in Victoria during 1988-89 (Harrison 1990).

The exclusion of crashes in 'high alcohol hours' is not necessary in Phase 3, because
the influence of a speed camera operation or a TIN receipt is assumed to be either 'on'
or 'off for a particular day, and thus the crashes in 'high alcohol hours' during days
with 'no influence' can be used as a control for the crashes in 'high alcohol' hours
during days with 'influence'. It is extremely unlikely that the daily RBT operations
would match the daily speed camera operations all over Melbourne and discussions
with the Police indicate there were no formal procedures for this to occur.
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Therefore it was decided to measure any localised effects of the speed camera

program on the two sub-sets of casualty crashes in Melbourne.

casualty crashes in low alcohol hours (low alcohol hours)
casualty crashes in high alcohol hours (high alcohol hours).

The total of eligible casualty crashes in Melbourne is simply a sum of these two
subsets, and hence any effects measured would be merely a suitably weighted average
of the individual effects from each. Therefore it was not considered necessary to
measure the crash reduction over all hours as a whole.

3.0 HYPOTHESES

Phase 3 of the speed camera program evaluation was based on specific comparisons
of the observed number of casualty crashes in each of 3 influenced and one non

influenced categories against the number of crashes expected based on the relative

time exposure to each influence type at each site. The influenced and non-influenced

categories for crashes are:

Influenced Categories: Crashes occurring on days when some drivers in that
location were assumed to be influenced by;

- a recent nearby speed camera site operation only

- a recent receipt of a TIN only
- both of the above

Non-Influenced Category: Crashes occurring on days when no drivers in
that location were assumed to be influenced by a recent
nearby speed camera site operation or a TIN receipt.

3.1 Null hypothesis

It is assumed that, should there be no speed camera effect on crash incidence, then the
total number of crashes at particular locations falling in each influence category
would be proportionally distributed according to the number of days (of each
influence and non-influence) when these crashes could occur.

3.2 Estimation of reductionin crashfrequency

For example, assume there were 50 crashes observed during a period of 500 days at a
particular location where there was 100 days of site operation influence, 200 days of
TIN influence, 50 days of both TIN and site operation influence and 150 days of no
camera influence over this time period. No speed camera effect on crash rate would
predict 10 crashes during 100 days of site operation influence, 20 crashes during the
200 days of TIN influence, 5 crashes during the 50 days of both TIN and site
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operation influence and IS crashes during ISO days of no camera influence. If,

however, there was an effect on crashes due to, say, the site operation influence we

would expect the number of crashes in the 100 days of influence to be significantly
less than 10 even though the expected number of crashes for the 500 days would still

be 50. Appendix H gives a detailed account of the statistical procedures used to
simultaneously measure the effect of each influence.

3.3 Crash influence comparisons

The crashes in each of the categories are drawn from the same areas of Melbourne
(within I km radius of every speed camera location) and the same 18-month time

period: July 1990 - December 1991. Each crash is labelled according to which o'ne of

the four influence types was present when the crash occurred. Also recorded for each
crash is the number of days ofthe 549 days of study each influence type was present
at that crash site. The total number of crashes occurring under each influence type and
the total days exposure of each influence are then calculated. Comparison of the
observed proportion of crashes for a particular influence type with the proportion of
exposure to that influence enables estimation of the magnitude and significance of
reduction in casualty crashes due to that influence.

3.4 Hypotheses

Phase 3 aimed to test the following hypotheses related to the speed camera program.

(a) the crash rate for days with a particular influence will be lower than the overall
crash rate, for each type of influence, area of influence, and time of week.

(b) the severity of crashes occurring on days with a particular influence will be
lower than the severity of crashes occurring on all days, for each type of
influence, area of influence and time of week.

3.5 Additional information

Phase 3 will investigate:

The places and hours where there was a significant reduction in casualty
crash frequency or crash severity

the comparison between the effects of different types of speed camera
influence (i.e., camera operations and receipt of a TIN).

the comparison between the effects in different areas around speed camera
sites

the extent of the speed camera effect, whether it spread beyond the low
alcohol hours, which was the limit of the scope of Phases 1 and 2 of this study,
to other times of the week.
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4.0 DATA

The Traffic Camera Office provided the following data files:

1. A list of all speed camera site numbers and their Melway street directory
reference

2. A list of all unique film and photo combinations linked to site number and
date

3. Date of TIN issue linked to film number and photo number

The first of these files was matched with the VIC ROADS database of Police accident

reports using a location database in the Road Safety Division. This location database
codes the location of accidents and speed cameras either as the centre-point of the
Melway street directory grid reference or onto the mid-point of a named arterial road
running through the Melway grid reference. The calculation of the distance between

two points - crash site and speed camera site - is then made using Pythagoras'
Theorem. If more than five camera sites were located less that 1 km from one crash

site, only the five nearest camera sites were recorded. There were 2.9% of all crashes

in Melbourne within 1 km of more than 5 different camera sites (see Appendix D).

The second and third files were combined and aggregated to produce a file containing

a camera site number, a camera session day number and a TIN's issue day number for

every film and photo number combination. Each day during the period was numbered

from 1 to 549 corresponding to each day in the 18-month period chosen for the
evaluation period: 1 July 1990 - 31 December 1991.

The influence days due to the site operations were calculated by including the session
day and the six following days. Similarly the influence days due to the TIN's receipt
was calculated using the third day after the day of issue of the TIN (allowing for time
in the mail) and including the 13 following days. This resulted in a computer file
which could be merged with the camera site enhanced road accident file.

The subsequent merging and calculation of new variables was done on the Unix
Workstation in VicRoads Road Safety Division. The date of the accident in the file
was u~ed to decide the type of influence on that day. The influence from one camera
was assumed to be the same as the influence from up to five cameras. The resulting
file was created using a SAS program (see Appendix E).

The method entailed labelling each road casualty crash in Melbourne from 1 July
1990 to 31 December 1991 with 25 variables as listed in Appendix G.

I , 11
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5.0 ANALYSIS METHODS

5.1 Crashfrequency

The results were analysed using two different methods.

• The first method used the maximum number of crashes when examining the
difference in crash rate between the total number of crashes over the 18 month

period and a subset of crashes which occurred on days of either site influence
(regardless of TIN influence) or TIN influence (regardless of site influence)

• The second method separated the crashes into three groups, defining an extra

group of the crashes which occurred on days when both influences were present.

Given the fact that a crash occurred in this 18 months, the probability of the crash
happening in any of the four types of days (TIN only, Site only, Both, Neither)
was investigated together.

It is not possible using either analysis method to test each hypothesis by simply
comparing the exposure adjusted crash rates in times where a particular influence is
present to times where the influence is not present. This is because there is no
information in the data about accumulated exposure to each influence type at times
when there are no crashes. Hence it is necessary in developing tractable statistical
methods for testing the hypotheses to treat the total number of crashes occurring over
the 18 month period as fixed. A necessary consequence of this, in theory only, is that
any decrease in crash rate for days with, say, TIN influence must be compensated for
by an increase in crash rate in days where some other influence type (induding
neither influence) is present. This applies to both the first and second analyses.

Whilst the method of data formulation and analysis is more comprehensive in the
second analysis, the similarity of the results from both methods confirms the validity
of the additional assumptions in the first analysis.

5.1.1 First Analysis

Initially the effect of the TIN influence on crash rate was examined ignoring any
contaminating effects of the site influence at the time and places of the crashes. The
effect of the site influence on crash rate was also examined in the same way assuming
that any reduction in the crash rate due to the TIN influence on the days with a site
influence would be balanced by the reduction in crash rate due to the TIN influence
on days when there was no site influence.

The first data file described in the previous section contained one record for each
crash which was labelled with the type of influence present at the time of the crash
and the number of days out of 549 that this particular influence was present at that
site. The crashes on days where both influences were present were counted as a site
influenced and a TIN influenced crash. The crashes which happened on days when
there was only one influence present were counted as present for that particular
influence and absent for the other influence.
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The analysis method and results are presented in Appendix C. The structure of the
first enhanced crash file is given in Appendix F.

5.1.2 Second Analysis

The reason for choosing to ignore overlapping influences in the first analysis was to
include as many crashes as possible, because the bigger the sample size the more
sensitive the test to measure any significant change in crash frequency.

For the second analysis, a method was chosen which makes use of all the crashes
simultaneously to internally compare the crash rate for all subsets of data within the
constraints of the fixed overall number of crashes for the study period.

A second enhanced crash file was created to include the four possibilities in terms of:

• Influence on the day ofthe crash (Site only, TIN only, Both, Neither) and

• number of days at this site when each of the four influence possibilities were
present out of a total 549

The list of variables contained in this file is given in Appendix G.

For each combination of area of influence (all roads, arterial roads and same arterial

road) and hours of the week (low or high alcohol hours) a table of crash data was

extracted where each row of the table represents a single crash. The table format is
given in figure 3.

FIGURE 3
Speed Camera Influence Data Table

Crash IndicatorIndicatorIndicatorIndicatorNo. daysNo. daysNo ofNo. of
Number

for nofor sitefor TINfor bothof noof sitedays ofdays of
influence

operationinfluencesite andinfluenceoperationTINboth site
influence

TINinfluenceinfluenceand TIN
influence

influence

i

IniIsiItiIbiDniDsiDtiDbi

Sum

InIsItIbDnDsDtDb
Proportion

pOnpOSpOtpObpenpespetpeb
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For convenience, in the following description of the analysis method, influence x will
be general and stand for anyone of ~,~, Illi or bmhinfluences. The indicator

functions Ixi are defined as 1 if influence x was present at the time of crash i and 0 if
influence x was not present. For example, if crash i occurred at a time of TIN

influence only that line would have Iti = 1 and Ini = Isi = Ibi = O.Ix is the sum of the
indicator functions Ixi over all crashes and is equal to the number of crashes occurring
under influence x. The second half of table 3 gives the exposure of each crash site to

each influence. Dxi is the number of days out of the 549 days of study that the site, at
which crash i occurred, was exposed to influence x. Hence for each crash

Dlli + D'i + DIi + Dhi = 549 ... (1)

Dx is the sum of the exposure to influence x over all crashes and is a measure of
exposure of all crashes under study to influence x. Because equation 1 holds for all

crashes each crash has equal weighting in the total exposure to each influence, Dx.

Equation 1 also implies that each influence type is not independent of the other three.
For example if the time of TIN influence is decreased at a crash site then the time for
none, site or both influences must increase. This means that the null hypotheses
concerning site operation influence, TIN influence and both influences must be tested
simultaneously in reference to the no-influence time using multivariate statistical
techniques. The specific statistical technique for testing of the three hypotheses of
influence will be described below. The test statistic is most conveniently formulated if
the assumptions that the total number of crashes observed in Figure 3 is fixed and that
each crash has a fixed probability of occurring at times with each type of influence are
made.

Under the combined null hypothesis of no speed camera influence effects, the
proportions of crashes occurring under each influence are expected to be equal to the
proportions of exposure attributable to each influence type. For example if there is a
total of 1000 days exposure time with 400 days of no influence, 200 days of site
operation influence, 300 days of TIN influence and 100 days of both influences then
if 100 crashes are observed in total under the null hypothesis we would expect 40 to
occur in times of no influence, 20 to occur in times of site operation influence, 30 to
occur in times of TIN influence and 10 to occur in times of both influences. Testing of
the hypothesis then involves testing for a significant difference in the expected
proportion of crashes occurring under each influence compared with the observed
proportion of crashes occurring under each influence whilst specifying that the
expected total number of crashes equals the observed total number of crashes. The
multivariate statistical techniques for achieving this are described in Appendix H.
Appendix H also describes the method by which percentage reductions in crash
frequency due to each influence along with confidence limits can be calculated.
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5.2 Crash severity

To assess the effect of each hypothesised influence on crash severity, the number of
serious casualty crashes (those involving a death or serious injury) and the number of
minor injury crashes on both influenced and non-influenced days was extracted. The
crash frequency data was analysed in a 2x2 (influence by severity) contingency table
using a Chi -squared test of independence. Independence of the two categories would
support the null hypothesis of no influence by speed cameras on crash severity. The
detailed statistical methods for analysis of crash severity are also given in Appendix
H.

6.0 RESULTS

There were 26,430 casualty crashes in the Melbourne Statistical Division in the
period: 1 July 1990 to 31 December 1991. Of these, 11,926 (45.1 %) occurred more
than 1 km from any speed camera site and were excluded from the analysis. The data
file for analysis, therefore, included 14,504 crashes, 759 (5.2%) of which were within

1 km of more than 5 different speed camera sites (see Appendix D). These 759
crashes were assumed to be influenced only by the nearest five speed camera
locations to minimise the size of the data file.

There were 1699 different speed camera sites used during the 18 months, although
560 sites (33%) were used only once. Of the remaining 1139 camera sites, however,

only 236 (14% of the total) had their first and last day of operation more than 1 year
apart. (For more details see Su/livan et al1992). Table 2 shows the resulting sample
sizes in terms of number of crashes. The analysis was conducted on the sub-sets of
these 14,504 crashes. Unlike the preliminary analysis, all crashes within the sub-sets
were included in the crash frequency investigations because of the different way in
which the revised analysis methods used the data. This enabled all hypotheses to be
tested, including those low and high alcohol hours on matched arterial roads which
have small numbers of crashes.

I I
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Table 2

Sample size for each different analysis. Roads and streets considered were all within
1 km of the speed camera sites.

Influence
\Time

No
Influence

Site

Operation
Influence

TIN receipt
Influence

Both
Influences

Total
Number of
Crashes

High alcohol
hours I

554 crashes

I

67 crashes

I138 crashes I

64 crashesI823

Low alcohol

hours
941 crashes117 crashes237 crashes107 crashes1,402

All Times of

the Week
I 1,495 crashes I 184 crashes I 375 crashes I 171 crashes I2,225

Hours

I 3,204 crashes I
348 crashes I582 crashes I278 crashes I4,412

Low alcohol
Hours

4,955 crashes I478 crashes 11,037 crashes I 450 crashes I6,920

All Times of

the Week
8,159 crashes I826 crashes I 1,619 crashes I 728 crashes I11,332

AILR.oa.ds&

StreetsHigh alcoholHours I 4,145 crashes I 447 crashes I 773 crashes I 367 crashes I
5,732

Low alcohol
Hours

6,326 crashes I 606 crashes 11,282 crashes I 558 crashes I8,772

All Times of
the Week

110,471 crashes 11,053 crashes I 2,055 crashes I 925 crashes I14,504
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6.1 Reduction in crashfrequency

Table 3 shows the significance probabilities for the Hotelling's T2 test of the null
hypotheses. The statistically significant values are given in bold. Tables 4, 5 and 6
show the estimated percentage reduction in crash frequency for the three types of
speed camera influence in low alcohol and high alcohol hours of the day separately
with a table for each area of influence. The significant changes here are also shown in
bold. 90% two sided confidence intervals are given with the estimated results to show
the acceptable limits of the percentage reduction in crash frequency for each effect.
The 90% two sided confidence limits are equivalent to 95% one sided confidence
limits when testing only for a reduction (rather than a change) in crash frequency as
has been hypothesised here. In summary the results of the analysis are:

*

*

*

*

Speed camera influence apparently had an effect on casualty crash frequency
only in high alcohol hours, on all roads and all arterial roads within lkm of
the speed camera sites. (Table 3)

The significant effect on crash frequency at these two places in high alcohol
hours was as a result of significant reduction in crashes occurring during
times of TIN receipt influence.

No significant change in crash frequency was found due to the influence of
site operations, on any of the different types of roads within 1 km of speed
camera sites

No significant change in crash frequency was found due to combined site
operations and TIN receipt influences.

Table 3

Significance probabilities of hypothesis tests
(probability null hypothesis, Ho, is true)

Place \ Time High alcoholLow alcohol
Hours

Hours

All roads

p* = 0.02p* = 0.27

All arterial roads

p* = 0.01p* = 0.59

Same arterial road

p*= 0.99p* = 0.93

The analyses do not allow conclusive statements to be made about the relative
magnitudes of the reductions. The inability to compare the magnitude of the
reductions is a result of the confidence intervals overlapping.

The analysis differentiates between the changes in crash frequency due to chance and
the reduction due to an effect, which is greater than the chance effects alone. The
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The analysis differentiates between the changes in crash frequency due to chance and
the reduction due to an effect, which is greater than the chance effects alone. The
magnitude of the significant percentage reductions, however, also includes the effects
of chance variation.

Therefore the magnitude of the estimated effects in different circumstances cannot be
compared because the added effects due to chance may be different and depend on
many factors such as the number crashes used in the analysis which is not constant
from one situation to another.

The percentage crash reduction lies between the given confidence limits with a
probability of 0.9. Therefore, should the range for one percentage crash reduction not
overlap with the range for another percentage reduction, then it could be concluded
that the magnitude of the reduction was significantly greater in one situation
compared to the other.

Table 4

Change in crash frequency: All roads and streets within 1 km of speed camera sites

Influence \ Time High alcoholLow alcohol
Hours

Hours

Site

+9.1%-2.5%

(-2.0%,20.2%)
(-11.1 %, +6.1 %)

TIN

-8.4%-0.7%

(-15.2%, -1.5%)
(-6.5%, + 5.0%)

Both site and TIN

-4.9%-6.6%

(-15.6%, +5.9%)
(-15.2%, +2.0%)
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Table 5

Change in crash frequency: All arterial roads within 1km of speed camera sites

Influence \ Time High alcoholLow alcohol Hours
Hours

Site

+9.7%-3.1%

(-3.0%, +22.3%)
(-12.7%,6.5%)

TIN

-10.3%+1.3%

(-18.1 %, -2.6%)
(-5.2%, +7.8%)

Both site and TIN

-5.5%-4.8%

(-17.8%, +6.8%)
(-14.5%,5.0%)

Table 6

Change in crash frequency: Same arterial road within 1km of each speed camera
site

Influence \ Time High alcoholLow alcohol Hours
Hours

Site

+1.4%+6.3%

(-25.3%,28.1%)
(-14.8%,27.4%)

TIN

-1.6%-1.0%

(-18.8%, + 15.5%)
(-14.1%, +12.2%)

Both site and TIN

+2.3%-0.4%

(-25.3%, +29.9%)
(-21.2%, +20.3%)

I 11 , I
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6.2 Reduction in crash severity

There was no change found in crash severity for all groups tested. The results are
shown in detail in Appendix I. The relatively small numbers of crashes occurring on
matched arterial roads precluded analysis by high and low alcohol hours so tests for
change in crash severity was carried out in all hours combined for all three areas of
influence as well.

The severity ratio is the ratio between the number of crashes where the most severe
injured person was killed or severely injured and the number of crashes where the
most severely injured person received only minor injuries. The relative severity ratio
is the severity ratio for the days with influence divided by the severity ratio for the
days with no influence. The relative severity ratio was very close to 1 for all

situations tested indicating no change due to speed camera influence.
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Table 7

Relative severity ratio

Area \ Time High alcoholLow alcohol HoursAll Hours of the
Hours

Week

Matched
Arterials

Casualty Crashes

(747 crashes)(1,283 crashes)(2,030 crashes)
Site op. influence

--0.929

TIN Influence

--0.806

Both Influences

--0.918

All Arterials Casualty Crashes

(4,412 crashes)(6,920 crashes)(11,332 crashes)

Site op. influence

1.0371.0481.051

TIN influence
1.0501.0581.038

Both Influences

1.0841.0651.065

All Places Casualty Crashes

(5,732 crashes)(8,772 crashes)(14,504 crashes)
Site operation

1.0871.0291.065
influence

1.0651.0511.048
TIN Influence

1.0881.0431.061
Both Influences

This overall lack of change matches the lack of change in severity for all accidents in
Melbourne over this period shown in Figure 4.

, , 11
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Figure 4
Severity ratio for casualty crashes in Melbourne
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7.0 DISCUSSION

This study of the localised effect of speed camera influences hypothesised that a
driver will reduce speed at a camera site (and at places within I km of the site) for one
week after seeing a camera in operation and two weeks after receiving a TIN for
exceeding the speed limit at that site. Only a small proportion of drivers would be
influenced by a particular speed camera site on anyone day designated as a day with
influence. Hence it may be expected that any measured reduction in crash frequency
due to these effects would be small.

Phase 3, however, suggests that altering the behaviour of a few drivers could result in
an overall decrease in the number of drivers exceeding the speed limit and thus
produce a measurable reduction in crash risk and crash severity within I km of the
camera site. The few drivers affected by the speed camera influence could be, but
need not necessarily be, those drivers who have a higher than average crash risk.
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7.1 Crash frequency

It is clear that the defined TIN receipt influence has an impact on crash frequency
reduction in high alcohol hours because of the significant effects found on all roads
in the first analysis method and all arterial roads within 1 km of speed camera sites in
both methods. The site operation influence, on the other hand, showed no effect on
crash reduction.

The reduction in crash frequency found during high alcohol hours, as compared with
the absence of significant reductions in low alcohol hours, may result from the higher
speeds generally found during high alcohol hours. Hence there could have been more
speed related crashes which could potentially be affected by a reduction in speed.

It may appear an anomaly that, whilst significant reductions in crash frequency were
observed due to TIN-only influence in the noted times and places, no corresponding
significant reductions were observed when both TIN and site operation influence were

present. One possibility is that the periods of overlap of site operations with TIN
influence are likely to be at either end of the hypothesised two weeks of TIN

influence. It may be the case that the TIN effect is weaker at the beginning and end of
the two week period. The combined influence, which the results indicate will be
dominated by TIN influence, are likely then not to be significant. It should be noted

however, from Tables 4 and 5, that the combined influence of site operations and TIN

receipt lead to a substantial, but not statistically significant, reduction in crash

frequency in both high and low alcohol hours. This is consistent with the other
significant TIN receipt effects found in high alcohol hours and is indicative of a
broader effect in low alcohol hours when both effects are operating simultaneously.

As noted above, comparison of relative reductions in crash frequency must be made
with caution. The crashes are grouped differently in each situation and compared
internally to find whether the reduction under those conditions is significantly .
different from zero.

The resource limits for Phase 3 precluded setting up more than two analysis files.
Hence variations in the hypothesised area of influence and duration of the influence
has not been tested. Categorising days where both site operation influence and TIN
receipt influence were present, in the second method, lead to a purer analysis of these
two types of influence. It is interesting to note, however, that the two significant TIN
influences found in the final analysis were also found in the first analysis with almost
identical estimation of the reduction in crash frequency. This vindicates the
assumptions of the first method.

Re-allocation of the hours of the week to produce different sub-sets of crashes was
possible using the data files on hand so another division of the week was tested for
comparison with the high and low alcohol hours division reported in the results. The
week was divided in half with 6 am to 6 pm being representative of 'daylight hours'
and the rest representing the 'hours of darkness'.
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Results using the first method of analysis showed that there was a TIN receipt effect
which reduced crash frequency during the hours of darkness when all roads within I

km of the camera sites were included, but that there was no statistically significant
reduction in daylight hours on arterial roads. This was essentially the same result as
that for the high and low alcohol hours division. The absence of a localised reduction

in crash frequency during 'low alcohol' hours on arterial roads suggests that the large
overall decrease in crash frequency (30%) estimated in Phase I is a general decrease
with no localised component.

Alternatively there could be an added localised reduction at high crash rate sites but
this is masked by the many other sites which have no localised crash reduction. This

could be tested in future by separating out arterial roads within I km of speed camera
sites into high and low crash rate locations and testing for a reduction in crash

frequency in the high-crash rate sub-set.

To test whether there was a reduction in crash frequency on arterial roads during the
day, it was hypothesised that this effect would be a maximum during the hours when
speed camera operations were at a maximum. Hours of speed camera operations
varied considerably from day to day and from week to week over the I8-month period
and an average over the whole period resulted in a 6am to 6pm split which was the
same as the day/night split and which showed no reduction on arterial roads.

7.2 Other/actors

The localised effect of the speed camera operations and receipt of TINs on crash
frequency and crash severity was measured by comparing the crash rate and level of
injury severity for two groups: crashes that happen on days designated as having a
speed camera influence at that particular place and time, and crashes that happen on
all 549 days. The results are based on the assumption that anything else which could
cause a difference in crash frequency or crash severity would have the same effect on
both the total group and subgroups of crashes and hence cancel out the effect from
sources other than the speed camera influence.

The crashes are drawn from the same areas of Melbourne (within I km radius of every

speed camera location) and any road or traffic changes within the I8-month period
which could affect crash risk would affect both groups equally. Similarly, general
effects should also balance out, such as the change in the economic conditions and the
TAC road safety publicity over the I8-month period as well as the more localised
effects ofthe Random Breath Testing program. It is extremely unlikely that the
pattern of the RBT operations would match the specific pattern of speed camera
influence at every crash site in Melbourne.

Thus the measured change in crash frequency and crash severity is associated only
with the speed camera site operations and the issue of the speed camera TINs and
does not include any changes due to other factors such as other road safety programs
or generalised changes in driver behaviour.
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The accuracy ofthe results, however, do rely on the days of positive speed camera
influence being broadly distributed over the I8-month period to guard against any
outside trend in crash rate over this period. Figure 5 shows the slight downward trend
for the number of reported casualty crashes per month in Melbourne, whereas Figure
6 shows the number of crashes per fortnight for the crash data used for the analysis of
the TIN receipt influence, in all places, in low alcohol hours.

Figure 5
Number of casualty crashes per month in Melbourne
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Figure 6
Number of casualty. crashes per fortnight used in the analysis
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It is important to note that there are more crashes in the periods of no influence
throughout the whole period, which means that there is still adequate control towards
the end of the period when speed camera operations had increased and hence days of
influence had also increased. There was also no significant change in overall crash
rate per fortnight in low alcohol hours, within 1 km of speed camera sites in
Melbourne, during the 18 month period.

7.3 Crash severity

There was no change found in crash severity due to the hypothesised presence of a
speed camera influence in any of the situations analysed. There was no change in the

crash severity for all crashes in Melbourne during this time. Phase 1, however, .

observed a relative drop in injury severity (relative to an expected increase in injury
severity, based on NSW as a control), possibly because of reduced travel and a rise in
unemployment rate in Melbourne during the same period.

This would suggest that the reduction in crash severity found in Phase 1 is a general
effect and that there was localised effect of the speed camera program on crash
severity.

8.0 CONCLUSION

Phase 1 of the study measured the effects of the speed camera program (including
supporting publicity) at a general level in Melbourne and the rest of Victoria.
Phase 2 found links with the levels of camera hours, TINs issued and intensity of road
safety advertising as they varied from month to month.

Phase 3 has found a statistically significant reduction in casualty crashes within 1 km
of a camera site as a result of the receipt of a TIN. This appeared to have affected
drivers in the vicinity of the site for two weeks (and maybe longer) after receiving the
penalty. The effect appears to have been confined to 'high alcohol hours' of the week
(mainly night-time) on arterial roads.

There was no statistically significant reduction in casualty crash frequency linked to
the police camera operations at the site. Thus there was no reduction in the number of
crashes (within 1 km of the camera site) which occurred on the actual day when the
speed camera was used or on the following 6 days.

There was also no difference in crash severity between the crashes which happened on
days when a speed camera influence was assumed to be present and crashes which
happened on days when the speed camera influence was assumed to absent.
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9.0 FURTHER WORK RECOMMENDED

Phase 3 has been able to assess localised effects during high alcohol hours (for the
first time in the project) as well as low alcohol hours, and on arterial roads as well as
residential streets within one kilometre of the camera site. The availability of relevant
crash data and analysis resources has prevented a number of other factors associated
with camera deployment from being considered. Further investigation is
recommended with the following priorities:

(A) The same analysis applied to crashes in the rest of Victoria (this can be
done when a suitable VicRoads locational data base is available). This would
investigate the presence of localised effects of the speed camera program in
country towns and on highways. The research here has been confined to the
localised effects in Melbourne.

(B) Research which would assist the Victoria Police by providing information

on which to base decisions aimed at deploying speed cameras in an optimal
way to maximise their road safety benefits.

(1) Comparison of the crash reduction at places and times where the
influence is that of a frequent repeat camera presence, with the effects
at crash sites influenced by camera sites with infrequent repeat camera

presence.

(2) Reconsideration of the duration of the TIN influence from 2 weeks
to either 1 or 3 weeks to test whether the effect is stronger in the first
week and whether it lasts up to three weeks. This would allow the
optimum frequency of speed camera operations at the same site to be
estimated.

(C) Investigation into descriptions of the accidents (used in the analysis) to see
whether a subset of crashes, which have been reduced significantly, could
serve as a working definition of a speed related crash.

," ,
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PHASE 4: GENERAL EFFECTS ON SPEED

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Phase 4 aimed to determine the overall effects on vehicle speed in Victoria in
response to the general effects of the speed camera program. The program includes
both speed camera operations and the supporting road safety publicity funded by the
Transport Accident Commission (TAC).

There were two types of speed monitoring programs set up to measure the change in
vehicle speeds in Victoria after the introduction of speed cameras.

~Sites where the speeds were sampled over a few days in November and June
(from November 1989 to June 1991) - referred to as sample sites.
~Sites where speed was measured continually over the period November 1989
to January 1992, with speed data obtained for one week of each month 
referred to as continuous sites.

2.0 RESULTS

2.1 SampleSpeeds

Traffic monitoring in Victoria is requested for many purposes and permanent sites
have been set up to facilitate this procedure. Permanent speed measurement sites are
expensive to install so use was made of the existing traffic monitoring sites. Groups
of sites were chosen to represent vehicle speeds on roads with speed limits of
100km/h, 75 km/h and 60 km/h. Some sites were in Melbourne and others in the rest
of Victoria.

Data was collected from November 1989, which was just prior to the commencement
of the speed camera program. The major launch of the enforcement and associated
publicity occurred in April 1990, although there was media coverage of the impending
use of speed cameras by the police in Victoria before November 1989. Speed data
from the sample sites were obtained five times, with the last occasion being
November 1991.

The data collected at a significant number of the original sites was found to be faulty
or missing. However, "near complete" data was available from 8 continuous sites (18
locations) and 22 sample sites (44 locations). The overall impression is that there has
been little change in either mean speeds or 85th percentile speeds. The percentage of
drivers exceeding the speed limit by more than 15 km/h and by more than 30km/h,
however, has decreased on roads with a speed limit of 60 km/h or 75 km/h, but there
has been no change in excessive speeding on roads with a speed limit of 100 km/h.
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Each site covers the two directions of traffic at that point on the road. The following
figures show the percentage of vehicles exceeding the speed limit by at least 15 km/h
and also the percentage of vehicles exceeding the speed limit by 30 km/h. The speed
recording categories were not set at the same levels on all roads and some measured
the percentage of vehicles 15 km/h over the speed limit and at other places and times
the number of vehicles 20 km!h over the speed limit was recorded.

The charts combine the data from many site observations, some of which have
estimated data to replace fields with missing data. Sites with considerable missing
data have been excluded from the calculations. The location details for the site

numbers used to provide the speed data for the charts can be found in Appendix J.

FIGURE 1
EXCESSIVE SPEEDING IN 60 KMIH SPEED ZONES

(a) Percentage of vehicles exceeding the speed limit by more than 15-20 km/h
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(b) Percentage of vehicles exceeding the speed limit by more than 30 km/h
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Figure 1 shows that the percentage of vehicles exceeding the 60 km/h speed limit by
at least 15 km/h fell from 11.27% in November 1989 to about 5.5% by November
1991. It is interesting to note that the June measurements of speed are lower than the
November measurements, which could be a function of the season of the year. The
change in the percentage of vehicles travelling 30 km/h over the speed limit also
shows the same trend.

FIGURE 2
EXCESSIVE SPEEDING IN 75KM/H ZONES

(a) Percentage of vehicles exceeding the speed limit by more than 15-20 km/h
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(b) Percentage of vehicles exceeding the speed limit by more than 30 km/h
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Similar changes in the percentage of vehicles travelling at excessive speeds are also
shown for the roads with 75 kmlh speed limits (figure 2). The reduction is slightly
greater than that seen in 60 kmIh zones and is also more consistent.

Figure 3 shows the speed measurements in 100 kmIh zones.

FIGURE 3
EXCESSIVE SPEEDING IN 100 KMIH SPEED ZONES

(i) 5 Sites
(a) Percentage of vehicles exceeding the speed limit by more than 15-20 kmIh
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(ii) 2 Sites

(a) Percentage of vehicles exceeding the speed limit by more than 15-20 kmIh
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Figure 3 for 100 km/h speed zones shows two sets of measurements, one set contains
speed data in November 1989 but is based on only three measurements taken at two
sites: Number 116 and Number 406/407 (Figure 3(ii».

It can be seen that the percentage of vehicles at least 15 km/h over the 100 km/h speed
limit increased from 1.37% to over 2%. The other group of measurements taken from
another five sites do not suggest that the speed cameras have had an effect on
excessive speeding in 100 km/h speed zones (Figure 3(i».

2.2 Continual measurement of speed

There were very few sites that have sufficient continual data to provide an overall
picture of the change in vehicle speeds since November 1989. The site characteristics
of the roads in the various speed zones were considered too disparate to enable the
data to be amalgamated. Therefore it was decided to present the data for each site
separately in Appendix K.

The two sites in 60 km/h speed zones show a percentage decrease in excessive
speeding per month over the period November 1989 to January 1992. This was more
pronounced in Melbourne than on Phillip Island. It should be noted that the speed
limit at the Phillip Island site was raised to 75 km/h from 60 km/h between June and
August 1990. This speed limit change appeared to have no effect on traffic speeds so,
for consistency, all speeds have been taken relative to 60 km/h throughout the study
period for this site. The fact that a change in speed limit resulted in no change in
behaviour could suggest that drivers were comfortable at the 75 km/h limit and that
enforcement was either not present or not effective.
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The site in the 75 km/h speed zone on Canterbury Road also showed a percentage
decrease in excessive speeding per month. The level of excessive speeding ( >15 kmIh
over the limit) decrease here from 1.7% to about 0.6% in a similar pattern to that
observed in the 60 kmIh zone on Springvale Road.

There were three sites in 100 km/h zones which have speed measurements starting in
November 1989. Two were on the Western Highway and the other was on the Hume
Highway. The Hume Highway site showed a decrease in the number of vehicles 15

kmIh or more above the speed limit, dropping from about 4% to 2% in the period
December 1989 to June 1990 and remaining constant there after. The two Western

Highway sites however exhibited no discernible increasing or decreasing trend over
the study period. Both Western Highway sites have quite erratic speed patterns and a
number of missing months data, perhaps casting doubt on the validity of data from
these sites

The speed measurements for the other two sites in the 100 kmIh speed zones sites
provide a somewhat less clear picture. There was no data before March 1990 which is
the period in which one of the 60 km/h and the 75 km/h sites recorded a drop in

speeding. Consequently any reduction in speeding during this period at these two sites
would not have been recorded. The peak speeds on the Mornington Peninsula

Freeway correspond to holiday periods indicating a different traffic profile at this time
rather than enforcement effects. All monthly percentages of vehicles at least 15 kmIh

above the 100 kmIh speed limit on the Tullamarine Freeway are less than 1% over the
two year period. This may reflect the high volume and frequent congestion of this
road and suggests enforcement at this site may have little opportunity for effect as
there is no real speed problem.

3.0 DISCUSSION

Phase 1 concluded that the general effect of the speed camera project on crashes in
60 kmIh speed zones in Melbourne resulted in a 20% overall reduction in the number
of casualty crashes in low alcohol hours. Some of this reduction would be due to the
supporting TAC publicity at the time. Phase 3 found that the localised effect, due to
TIN receipt following detection by a speed camera, resulted in a reduction of about
4.7% (first method) in the number of casualty crashes 1 km from the speed camera
sites in low alcohol hours in Melbourne.

Previous research in 1970 by the Research Triangle Institute suggested that the risk of
casualty crash for vehicles exceeding the speed limit by at least 25 kmIh is 6.9 times
the risk for vehicles travelling at the speed limit or below.

For our combined sample sites (Figures 1,2), vehicles exceeding the 60 kmIh speed
limit by 30 kmIh reduced from 3.33% to an average of 1.85%, and those exceeding
the 75 kmIh speed limit by 30 kmIh reduced from 2.47% to an average of 1.3%. If the
percentage ofvehic1es exceeding the speed limit by 25 kmIh, decreased from 3.3% to
1.9%, then the number of predicted crashes is estimated by multiplying together the
risk of crash by the size of the group, as follows:

11 I I 'I j I ~iI
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Before the introduction of the speed camera project
the number of crashes would be (lOO-3.3)x1 + 3.3x6.9 = 119.47.

After the reduction in speed,

the number of crashes would be (100-1.9)x1 + 1.9x6.9 = 111.21.

This predicts a percentage reduction in crashes of approximately 7%. Thus a small
decrease in the number of vehicles exceeding the speed limit by an excessive amount
(3.3%-1.9%) could have resulted in a large decrease (estimated at 7%) in the number
of casualty crashes.

Further analysis of the VicRoads speed monitoring data, beyond the scope of this
report, is possible and would be useful in gaining additional understanding of
speeding patterns and behaviour in Victoria. Further analyses which would be
considered useful are by day of week and by time of day. Such analyses would point
to the times of days and days of the week at which enforcement has significantly
changed speeding behaviour which could then be related more closely to the findings
of Phases 1-3 as an explanatory measure. This type of analysis would be further
enhanced by more closely relating speed camera operations to measured speed by
examining speed camera operations in the vicinity of continuous speed measurement
sites.

4.0 CONCLUSION

From the evidence presented above from analysis of a limited number of sites, it can
be inferred that the speed camera program has not resulted in a measurable decrease in
mean speeds in Victoria.

The percentage of vehicles exceeding the speed limit by more than 15 km/h, however,
did decrease from November 1989 and has remained at a much lower level in both

60 km/h and 75 km/h speed zones. The speed camera program has not had any
measurable effect on vehicle speeds in 100 km/h zones.
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APPENDIX A

Distribution of Sesdays and Tinsdays in Broadmeadows
1 July 1990 - 31 Dee 1991

Each day in the I8-month period is numbered from I to 549.Sesday is the numbered day when a speed camera was operating at one or more sites.

(Broadmeadows makes up about one third of a Police District and each Police Districthas 2 Speed Cameras).

Tinsday is the numbered day on which the majority of TINs from a particular
film/photo session were issued.

Table lA: Distribution of Camera Operation Days in BroadmeadowsSESDAY

11031.129.1

Film Session

Cum11531.130.2

Value
Freq PercentPercent 11810.430.6

4

10.40.4 11931.131.7

7

20.71.1 12110.432.0

9

72.53.6 12210.432.4

10

20.74.3 12520.733.1

12

20.75.0 12810.433.5

15

72.57.6 13041.434.9

17

41.49.0 13541.436.3

26

20.79.7 13810.436.7

33

10.410.1 14410.437.1

37

10.410.4 15020.737.8

40

10.410.8 15710.438.1

50

20.711.5 17010.438.5

52

41.412.9 17210.438.8

53

31.114.0 17510.439.2

54

51.815.8 17710.439.6

61

62.218.0 18131.140.6

64

10.418.3 19110.441.0

69

20.719.1 20210.441.4

70

20.719.8 21310.441.7

74

10.420.1 22410.442.1

77

20.720.9 22510.442.4

80

10.421.2 23320.743.2

81

20.721.9 25820.743.9

82

20.722.7 27020.744.6

83

10.423.0 27141.446.0

88

20.723.7 27610.446.4

89

10.424.1 28410.446.8

92

10.424.5 31751.848.6

93

20.725.2 32020.749.3

94

10.425.5 32710.449.6

95

31.126.6 33010.450.0

97

10.427.0 34510.450.4

98

10.427.3 35110.450.7

108

10.427.7 35420.751.4

109

10.428.1 35531.152.5



356 10.452.9 45410.482.4

361

20.753.6 45510.482.7

371

20.754.3 45610.483.1

373

10.454.7 45710.483.5

374

10.455.0 45810.483.8

375

10.455.4 46010.484.2

376

10.455.8 46310.484.5

380

10.456.1 46410.484.9

381

20.756.8 46510.485.3

383

10.457.2 46710.485.6

387

51.859.0 46810.486.0

388

41.460.4 47010.486.3

390

31.161.5 47131.187.4

391

31.162.6 47720.788.1

394

41.464.0 47820.788.8

395

31.165.1 48020.789.6

396

20.765.8 48210.489.9

397

10.466.2 48520.790.6

398

20.766.9 48610.491.0

399

20.767.6 48810.491.4

400

20.768.3 49110.491.7

401

20.769.1 49220.792.4

402

10.469.4 49410.492.8

403

20.770.1 49610.493.2

404

10.470.5 50120.793.9

405

20.771.2 50310.494.2

406

41.472.7 50410.494.6

409

10.473.0 50510.495.0

412

10.473.4 51110.495.3

417

10.473.7 51310.495.7

418

10.474.1 51410.496.0

420

20.774.8 51520.796.8

424

10.475.2 52910.497.1

428

20.775.9 53110.497.5

430

10.476.3 53720.798.2

432

10.476.6 54110.498.6

436

10.477.0 54420.799.3

439

31.178.1 54710.499.6

440

20.778.8 54910.4100.0

445

10.479.1 Total 278
450

20.779.9

451

20.780.6

452

20.781.3

453

20.782.0

'" I



Table 2A: Distribution of TIN Issue Days in Broadmeadows

124

21.455.3

TINSDAY

12532.157.4

Film Session

Cum13010.758.2

Value

Freq PercentPercent 13210.758.9

11

10.70.7 13510.759.6

16

10.71.4 13610.760.3

17

42.84.3 13842.863.1

18

10.75.0 13910.763.8

19

10.75.7 14310.764.5

20

10.76.4 144I0.765.2

23

10.77.1 145I0.766.0

24

21.48.5 15021.467.4

26

21.49.9 15610.768.1

27

21.411.3 15710.768.8

32

2lA12.8 16010.769.5

33

21.414.2 18010.770.2

37

10.714.9 19121.471.6

38

10.715.6 19410.772.3

41

10.716.3 19810.773.0

44

10.717.0 19910.773.8

46

10.717.7 20510.774.5

58

10.718.4 21310.775.2

59

10.719.1 22310.775.9

60

10.719.9 23721.477.3

61

53.523.4 24121.478.7

62

10.724.1 26921.480.1

66

10.724.8 28210.780.9

69

10.725.5 28310.781.6

70

10.726.2 28621.483.0

73

10.727.0 28910.783.7

79

21.428.4 29010.784.4

80

32.130.5 291I0.785.1

82

10.731.2 29610.785.8

83

10.731.9 33510.786.5

87

2lA33.3 33810.787.2

88

42.836.2 34332.189.4

90

10.736.9 35410.790.1

93

10.737.6 36010.790.8

94

42.840.4 37010.791.5

97

I0.741.1 37310.792.2

100

10.741.8 38110.792.9

102

21.443.3 38210.793.6

104

42.846.1 38332.195.7

108

10.746.8 38821.497.2

110

10.747.5 38910.797.9

111

10.748.2 40510.798.6

114

21.449.6 41210.799.3

116

2lA51.1 432I0.7100.0
117

10.751.8 Total 141

121

10.752.5

122

2lA53.9



APPENDIXB

Casualty Crashes per Quarter in Broadmeadows

13-Week Period Number of CrashesPercentage

All Hours of the Week
1

4715.9
2

5217.6
3

5117.3
4

5117.3
5

5117.3

6
4314.5

Non-alcohol Hours
1

2814.7

2
3216.8

3

3116.3
4

3417.9
5

3518.4
6

3015.8

11 I 1.1 j



APPENDIXC

First method of crash frequency analysis and results

1.0 ANALYSIS METHODS

For each combination of area of influence, type of influence and hours of the week

influence a table of crash data was produced from the computer file described in the

Appendix F. This table showed the total number of crashes occurring on days with
'influence' and the total number of crashes occurring on days with 'no influence' (using

variable 11, 12 or 13 depending on the type of influence). Each crash was grouped
according to how many days out of the 549 days the crash site was subject to the
hypothesised influence (using variable 14, 15 or 16 depending on the type of
influence). It should be noted that the third influence hypothesis being tested here is
slightly different to the one considered in the body of the report. The first method uses
the over-inclusive subset where any influence; site only, TIN only and both influences
are considered - called either influence. The second method investigates the subset
where only both influences are present - called both influences. It was decided not to
use the subset either influence in the second analysis as it overlaps testing the
hypotheses of site only or TIN only effect and is therefore of limited use.

Thus each table contained crashes grouped according to the number of influenced
days at that particular crash site and categorised according to whether the crash
occurred on a day with 'influence' or on a day with 'no influence'. The table format is
illustrated in Figure Cl.

FIGURE Cl

Preliminary speed camera influence data table

Number of days Number of crashesNumber of crashesTotal number of
out of 549 when

occurring on daysoccurring on dayscrashes
the crash sites

with influencewithout influence

were subject to camera influence

A

BCD

Under the null hypothesis of no speed camera influence, for every group of crashes in
the above table, the proportion of crashes occurring on days with 'influence' is
expected to be equal to the proportion of days influenced. That is, Ho: BID = N549



From the values of A and D in the above table and using the hypothesised
relationship, an estimated value of B is calculated. Analysis then focussed on
comparing this expected number of crashes on days with 'influence' under the null
hypothesis with the observed number of crashes. Statistical comparison can be made
by assuming the number of crashes in influenced times follows a Binomial
distribution.

Because the total number of crashes per group (D) is large, it was necessary to make a
Normal Distribution approximation to the Binomial Distribution.

To ensure the Normal approximation was valid certain groups of crashes were
excluded:

- those where the proportion of influenced days was very large or very small:

A/549 < 50/549, A/549 > 500/549

- those where the total number of crashes in a group was too small:

D < 10

Thus the analysis was based on Figure 3 where A was between 50 and 500 and D was

greater than 9, which resulted in the number of crashes and the number of groups used
for each pairwise comparison being different. The number of crashes and the number

of groups used in each analysis is shown in Table 2.

2.0 STATISTICAL METHODS

Crash Frequency

The crash frequency data is tabulated for each hypothesis where each row of the table
is of the form; total number of influenced days out of 549 at these crash sites, number
of crashes occurring at influenced times, number of crashes occurring at uninfluenced
times and total number of crashes. All crashes in a particular row of the table occurred
at sites with the same number of total influenced days. An example of this table is
given in section 1.0 of this appendix.

For a particular row of the table, denoted row i, let

Xi = total number of influenced days out of 549
Yi = total number of uninfluenced days out of 549
Ci = number of crashes occurring in influenced times at crash sites with Xi

total influenced days.
Ti = total of crashes occurring in all times at crash sites with Xi total
influenced days.

In all of the above i = 1,2, ...,549.



The null and one-sided alternative hypotheses may be written as

Ho: Crash frequency is the same in influenced times as in uninfluenced times
(no effect)

Ha: Crash frequency is lower in influenced times than in uninfluenced times
( beneficial effect)

Assuming that each crash is an independent event and that each observed Ti is fixed,
then under Ho Ci is a Binomial random variable with

(Ti) Xi Ci Yi Ti-Ci
Pr(C = Ci) = (--) (--) ,C = 0,1,2,oo.,N,

Ci Xi+Yi Xi +Yi

giving

Xi

E(Ci) = Ti(--),
Xi+Yi

The form of E(c;) can be derived by noting that if there is no speed camera effect the
expected proportion of crashes in influenced times will be equal to the proportion of
influenced days out of 549.

In practice many of the Ti are too large to enable exact calculation of the Binomial
probabilities. Hence the Normal approximation to the Binomial distribution can be
used. The approximate Normal distribution of Ci is given by

Xi XOJi .
C ~ Normal(Ti(--),Ti ?), 1=1,2, ... ,549

Xi+Yi (Xi+Yi)

where Normal(a,b) is a Normal distribution with mean a and variance b. This normal

approximation is only valid if Ti is sufficiently large and x;!(Xi+Y;) is not close to 0 or
1. To ensure these conditions were met here, analysis was confined to those rows of
the data table with Ti greater than or equal to ten and Xi between 50 and 500.

The assumption of independence of crashes means the Ci are independent and may be
combined to form a single test statistic by using the additive property of independent
random Normal variates. This gives

where summation is over all i such that the Normal approximation is valid. If Ci

denotes the observed crash frequencies then



serves as a test statistic for the unidirectional hypothesis being tested. The test is
carried out by calculating the standard Normal test statistic, z, given by

Significantly small values of z tested against the standard Normal table will lead the
rejection of the null hypothesis, Ho. A five percent level of significance has been
used here ( reject Ho for z < -1.645).

A (100-2a)% confidence interval for the true accident frequency in influenced times

can be derived from the distribution of the sum of the C;'s. The confidence interval is
given by

where za is the a percentile of the standard Normal distribution. This confidence

interval and observed accident frequency in influenced times has been standardised in
presentation of the results here by dividing through by the expected number of
accidents in influence times under Ho given by

This gives the observed accident frequency in influenced times and confidence
interval as a proportion of that expected with no influence.

3.0 . RESULTS

Table Cl shows the resulting sample sizes, in terms of number of crashes and number
of groups into which the crashes for each hypothesis test were aggregated, for each
pairwise comparison considered in the preliminary analysis. The analysis was
conducted on these sub-sets of the total 14,504 crashes. When both camera influences

were included (either TIN or site operation influence) the crashes were spread out
more thinly in time into many more groups containing fewer crashes per group. This
resulted in more groups being discarded and sometimes more crashes being excluded.

I I



Table Cl

Sample size for each different analysis

Influence
\Time

Site Operation TIN receipt
Influence Influence

Either

Influence
Total Number
of Crashes

High alcohol
I

68 crashes 48 crashes48 crashes
hours

(5 groups)(4 groups)(4 groups)I747

Low alcohol

288 crashes339 crashes230 crashes
hours

(18 groups)(26 groups)(18 groups)I1,283

All Times of

773 crashes906 crashes807 crashes
the Week

(48 groups)(59 groups)(57 groups)I2,030

High alcohol
I 2,693 crashes

2,218 crashes2,432 crashes
Hours

(87 groups)(109 groups)(121 groups) I4,412

Low alcohol

3,117 crashes4,665 crashes4,550 crashes
Hours

(115 groups)(158 groups)(184 groups) I6,920

All Times of

9,264 crashes8,877 crashes8,558 crashes
the Week

(154 groups)(205 groups)(241 groups) I11,332

AIlPlaces High alcohol

2,472 crashes3,113 crashes3,380 crashes
Hours

(105 groups)(13 8 groups)(157 groups) I5,732

Low alcohol
I 6,797 crashes

5,314 crashes5,832 crashes
Hours

(83 groups)(180 groups)(214 groups) I8,772

All Times of
I 7,200 crashes

9,322 crashes10,478 crashes
the Week

(167 groups)(229 groups)(278 groups) I14,504

There were less than 30 groups for the matched arterial road subsets making it
infeasible to test the hypotheses disaggregated by high and low alcohol hours. It was
decided then to perform the additional time influence of all hours of the week with



only the hypotheses in this time being tested for the matched arterial roads. The table

showing the detailed results for the 21 different pairwise comparisons analysed is
shown in section 4.0 of this appendix.

Tables C2, C3 and C4 show the estimated reduction in crash frequency for the two
types of speed camera influence and when both (site or TIN) influences are included.
The size of the effect is shown for crashes in all hours of the day as well as for the low
alcohol and high alcohol hours separately. The reduction in crashes in all areas, on
arterial roads and on matched arterial roads is also presented. The 95% confidence
intervals are given with the estimated results to show the acceptable limits of the

percentage reduction in crash frequency for each pairwise comparison.

*

*

*

*

No significant change in crash frequency was found when Site Operations
alone were considered.

A significant reduction in crash frequency was found as a result of the
TIN influence in all three "hours-of-the-week" groups when including crashes

in all places.

The TIN influence also coincided with a significant reduction in crash

frequency on all arterials for all times of the week and in high alcohol hours
but not in low alcohol hours.

When the influence of either a site operation or a TIN receipt was investigated
the results showed the same effect (although possibly smaller in magnitude) as

that observed with the TIN receipt influence. This reflects the significant
overlap in the two hypotheses.

The significant changes in crash frequency are shown in bold type.

I,' I



Table Cl

Change in crashfrequency with site operation influence

Area \ Time High alcoholLow alcohol HoursAll Hours of the
Hours

Week

Matched Arterials

not enough datanot enough data+ 12.2%
- 0.2% to + 24.6%

All Arterial Roads

-2.5%- 0.4%+0.8%
-10.1% to + 5.2%

- 5.9% - + 5.2%- 3.2% to + 4.8%

All Places

- 2.2%-2.7%-0.8%
- 8.6% to + 4.2%

- 7.4% to + 2.0%- 4.3% to + 2. 7%

Table Cl

Change in crashfrequency with TIN receipt influence

Area \ Time High alcoholLow alcohol HoursAll Hours of the
Hours

Week

Matched Arterials

not enough datanot enough data-4.8%
-13.1% to + 3.5%

All Arterial Roads

-10.4%- 1.8%- 4.0%
-16.1% to - 4.7%

- 5. 7% to + 2.1 %- 6.8% to -1.1%

All Places

- 8.6%- 4.7%-4.6%
-13.2% to - 3.6%

- 8.6% to - 0.8%- 7.1% to - 2.1%



Table C4

Change in crash frequency with either site operation or TIN receipt influence

Area \ Time High alcoholLow alcohol HoursAll Hours of the
Hours

Week

Matched Arterials

not enough datanot enough data+4.2%
- 3.2% to + 11.7%

All Arterial Roads

- 4.2%- 2.2%- 2.60/0
- 8.8% to + 0.4%

- 5.5% to + 1.0%- 5.0% to - 0.3%

All Places

- 4.0%- 2.9%- 2.7%
- 7.8% to - 0.1%

- 5. 7% to - 0.1 %- 4.6% to - 0.6%

I I 11 •



4.0 DETAILED RESULTS OF REDUCTION IN CRASH FREQUENCY

Site Operations1.0080.9681.0480.639 NS

TIN Receipt

0.9600.9320.9890.01 *

Either Influence
0.9740.9500.9980.035 *

All arterials within a
High AlcoholSite Operations0.9750.8991.0520.298 NS

one km radius
HoursTIN Receipt0.8960.8390.9530.001*

Either Influence
0.9580.9121.0040.067 NS

Low Alcohol
Site Operations0.9960.9411.0520.456 NS

Hours
TIN Receipt0.9820.9431.0210.228 NS

Either Influence
0.9780.9451.0100.115 NS

Same arterial within

AllSite Operations 1.1220.9981.2460.947 NS

one km either direction
HoursTIN Receipt0.9520.8691.0350.17 NS

Either Influence
1.0420.9681.1170.827 NS

All
Site Operations 0.9920.9571.0270.359 NS

Hours
TIN Receipt0.9540.9290.9790.001 *

Either Influence
0.9740.9540.9940.017 *

All roads within a
High AlcoholSite Operations0.9780.9141.0420.278 NS

one km radius
HoursTIN Receipt0.9140.8680.9610.001 *

Either Influence
0.9600.9220.9990.046 *

Low alcohol
Site Operations0.9730.9261.0200.172 NS

Hours
TIN Receipt0.9530.9140.9920.024 *

Either Influence
0.9710.9430.9990.045 *

NS = Not Significant

* = Significant at the 5% level



APPENDIX D

Number of Speed Camera Sites within 1 km of Crashes in Melbourne

Number of Camera Number ofPercentCumulative
Sites within 1 km

Casualty Crashes Percent

0

11,92645.145.1
1

4,70117.862.9
2

4,14615.778.6
3

2,87810.989.5
4

1,3645.294.6
5

6562.597.1
6

4041.598.7

7
1950.799.4

8

790.399.7
9

460.299.9

10
200.199.9

11

80100
12

30100

13
40100

;1 I



APPENDIX E

SAS Computer File used to Create the Crash Analysis File

data cam;

infile camdat missover;

input cam $ 1-5 came 29-35 camn 38-44 link 46-54 match 69 lname $
56-67;

data camtim;

infile camtime missover;

input site $ 2-6 sesday 10-12 tinday 22-24;

proc sort;

by site;

data match;

options linesize=180 missing= ' ';

array camid(05) $ 5 cam1-cam5

array camlin(05) _temporary_;
array cflag(05) cflag1-cflag5;

array tflag(05) tflag1-tflag5i

array dist(05) cdist1-cdist5;

array camcount(1000) _temporary_;

do ii=l to 5;

camlin (ii)=0;

camid(ii)='

end;

file accam;

set lib3.pedtemp;

count=O;

, .
I

do kk=l to numobs;

set cam point=kk nobs=numobs;

dist1= sqrt((came-amg_e_1)**2 + (camn-amg_n_1) **2)

dist2= sqrt((came-amg_e_2)**2 + (camn-amg_n_2) **2)
if rrp > 0 then do;
if dist1 <= 100 then do;

count=count+1;

if count> 5 then go to out3;
dist (count)= distl;

camid(count)=cam;
if match=l then camlin(count)=link;

end;

end;

if rs > 0 then do;
if distl <= 100 or dist2 < 100 then dOi

count=count+l;

if count> 5 then go to out3;
if dist1 < dist2 then dist (count)= dist1i

else dist(count) = dist2;

camid(count)=cami
if match=1 then camlin(count)=linki

end;



endi

endi
out3:

* dat=mdy(mn,day,year)-mdy(06,30,90) i

countn=Oi

countb=Oi

counts=Oi

countt=Oi

do daY=1 to 549

do jjj=1 to 5;

cflag(jjj)=Oi
endi

do j=1 to Si

camera=camid(j) i
if camera ne I I then dOi

do kk=1 to numreCi

set camtim point=kk nobs=numreci
if camera=site then dOi

if ( sesday <= day <= sesday+6) then cflag(j)=li

end;

end;

end;

end;

if (cflagl=1 or cflag2=1 or cflag3=1 or cflag4=1 or cflag5=1) then
inf=li

else inf=O;

do jjj=1 to Si

tflag(jjj)=O;
end;

do j=1 to 5;

camera=camid(j) ;
if camera ne I I then do;

do kk=1 to numrec;

set camtim point=kk nobs=numreci
if camera=site and tinday > 0 then dOi

if ( tinday + 2 <= day <= tinday + 15) then tflag(j)=li
'endi
endi

end;

end;

if (tflagl=1 or tflag2=1 or tflag3=1 or tflag4=1 or tflag5=1) then
tinf=li

else tinf=O;

if inf=O and tinf=O then countn=countn + 1 ;
else if inf=O and tinf=1 then countt=countt + 1
else if inf=1 and tinf=O then counts=counts + 1

else if inf=1 and tinf=1 then countb=countb + 1

1,1 I
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end;

total=countt + counts + countb + countn ;

***************** error checking section -comment out for full run
*if total ne 549 then do;

* put '********** error wrong total ******************';

* stop;
*end;

put accno $ 1-10 countn 12-17 counts 19-24 countt 26-31 countb 33-37

run;



APPENDIX F

List of Variables on the First Crash Analysis File

1-5: The code-names of the 5 nearest speed camera sites within 1 km of the crash
site

6-10: a distance in metres from each of the 5 speed camera sites

11: an on/offlabel to denote whether the day of the crash was on a day of
hypothesised site operation influence at any of the above 5 speed camera sites

12: an on/offlabel to denote whether the day of the crash was on a day of
hypothesised TIN receipt influence from any of the above 5 speed camera sites

13: an on/offlabel to denote whether the day of the crash coincided with either a
day of site operation influence or a day of TIN receipt influence.

.. -The previous three labels describethe:outcome of a comparison between all
the days ofinfluencebf the five camera sites listed for this particular crash site
to find whether the crash date coincided with

(a) the 7-day influence of at least one of the five camera sites
(b) the 14-day influence of TIN's from at least one of the five camera sites
(c) either one of the above influences

14: the number of days when variable 11 was positive out of 549 possible days

15: the number of days when variable 12 was positive out of 549 possible days

16: the number of days when variable 13 was positive out of 549 possible days

17: whether the crash site and camera site were on the same road

And including the following variables from the accident database:

18: the unique accident identifying number to enable any other variable recorded
on the police reported accident database to be matched in any subsequent
analysis

19-20: time of accident and day of accident to identify crashes in low alcohol hours,

21: place of accident (whether on an arterial road or not),

22: accident description (definition for classifying accidents in Victoria, DCA),

23: severity of the accident classified by the most severely injured person in the
crash (fatal, severe, minor).

11 1·1 j I Id



APPENDIX G

List of Variables in the Second Crash Analysis File

1-5: The code-names ofthe 5 nearest speed camera sites within 1 km ofthe crash site

6-10: a distance in metres from each of the 5 speed camera sites

11: an on/off label to denote whether the day of the crash was on a day of no speed
camera influence at any of the above 5 speed camera sites

12: an on/off label to denote whether the day of the crash was on a day of
hypothesised site operation influence only at any of the above 5 speed camera sites

13: an on/off label to denote whether the day of the crash was on a day of
hypothesised TIN receipt influence only from any of the above 5 speed camera sites

14: an on/off label to denote whether the day of the crash coincided with both a day of
site operation influence and a day of TIN receipt influence.

The previous four labels describe the outcome of a comparison between all the days
of influence of the five camera sites listed for this particular crash site to find whether
the crash date coincided with

(a) no influence from any of the 5 speed camera sites
(b) the 7-day influence of at least one of the five camera sites but no TIN inf.
(c) the 14-day influence of TIN's from at least one of the five camera sites bu no
site inf.

(d) both of (b) and (c)

15: the number of days when variable 11 was positive out of 549 possible days

16: the number of days when variable 12 was positive out of 549 possible days

17: the number of days when variable 13 was positive out of 549 possible days

18: the number of days when variable 14 was positive out of 549 possible days

19: whether the crash site and camera site were on the same road

And including the following variables from the accident database:

20: the unique accident identifying number to enable any other variable recorded on the
police reported accident database to be matched in any subsequent analysis

21-22: time of accident and day of accident to identify crashes in low alcohol hours,

23: place of accident (whether on an arterial road or not),

24: accident description (definition for classifying accidents in Victoria, DCA),

25: severity of the accident classified by the most severely injured person in the
crash (fatal, severe, minor).



APPENDIX H

Statistical Methods for Crash Frequency and Severity Analysis

Crash Frequency

In the following. let n denote no speed camera influence, s denote site operation
influence, t denote TIN influence and b denote both site and TIN influence. Let x be a

general term denoting anyone of the four specific influence types. Let C be the
number of crashes involved in testing the particular hypotheses set. From the data
table, table 3 in the text, we have

('

C = I I,,; +1,; + If; + Ih;
;=1

where Ixi is an indicator function which is I if influence x is present at the time of
crash i and 0 otherwise. The total number of crashes observed occurring under
influence x is then given by

c

Ix = I Ix;
;=1

Let Dxi be the number if days influence x was present at the site of crash i. Since

D,,; + D,; + D,; + Dh; = 549

for each i, the total exposure days, E, over all C crashes is

c

E = ID,,; +D,; + D,; + Dh; = 549C
;=1

The total exposure to influence x over all C crashes is given by

c

Dx = IDxi
i=l

Under the null hypothesis of no speed camera influence on crash frequency, the
expected proportion of crashes occurring under influence x, denoted pEx, will be
equal to the proportion of time for which that influence is operating. That is

D
E __ x

Px - 549C

Let the observed proportion of crashes occurring under influence x be pO x and be
given by

;;\ I 11 j.



The total number of crashes, C, is considered to be fixed and the total number of days
of study is fixed at 549. This means that the hypotheses being tested, namely those of
speed camera site, TIN and combined site and TIN influences, are dependent and
must be tested simultaneously. The combined null hypothesis to be tested becomes

Ho:PO=PE

where PE is the expected proportion vector, given by

p _ [E E E E]TE - P" ,P .• ,P, ,Ph

and Po is the observed proportion vector, given by

p _ [0 0 ° o]T° - P" ,P .• ,P, ,Ph

where T denotes the matrix transpose. Assuming C is fixed, under Ho Po has a
multinomial distribution,

Po ~ Multinomial(C,PE)

with the expected value of Po being PE. Ho can be tested using a Hotelling's T2
statistic. A large sample approximate distribution of T2 can be used since C is large in
all cases considered in this report.

Because we are dealing with proportions which must sum to one, Hotelling's T2
cannot be calculated directly using Po and.?:E. This is because the variance
covariance matrix of PO, denoted V, is non-invertible, having rank 3 only. Under Ho,

the elements of V, Vij, are calculated by

[ £(1 E) ..

v..= Pi - Pi ' 1 = ]
!I E E ••

-Pi Pi' 1 * ]

Hotelling's T2 is invariant under transformation so applying a suitable transformation
set, R, to Po allows T2 to be calculated indirectly for testing of the null hypothesis. R
is chosen here as

[1 -1

R= 1 0

1 0

The form of R chosen here has intrinsic relevance to the hypothesis being tested here
as it compares the proportion of crashes occurring under each influence to the
proportion occurring under no influence.



The Hotelling's T2 test statistic is given by

2 -1 T

T = C[R(~) - PE )](RV R)[R(~) -~;;)]

where T denotes matrix transpose and -1 matrix inverse. Under Ho T2 is distributed as

X23 for large C. Hence if T2>X23(a), Ho is rejected at the a level of significance

where X23(a) is the upper a percentile of the X23 distribution.

To establish which of the elements of Po differ from expected under Ho,
simultaneous confidence limits for each element can be calculated. The Bonferroni

method of calculating simultaneous confidence limits is the most appropriate for use
here, giving shortest confidence interval length forlarge samples. The (l-a)%
simultaneous confidence intervals for the elements of Po are given by

If pEx is outside this confidence limit then speed camera influence x has a significant
effect on crash frequency. The percentage reduction on crash frequency by influence x
is given by

with confidence limits

E(O) £(0)
(PX - P; +a )100%,(PX - P; -a )100%

Px Px

where

O(

a=t. ~Px I_pO)('-1 " x
'2.3 C

Full details including derivations of these methods can be found in Johnson and
Wichem (1992), chapter 5. The statistical package MINI TAB was used to calculate
the Hotelling's T2 statistic and Bonferroni confidence limits.

Crash Severity

For each hypothesis being tested, the crash severity data, in the form of number of
serious and number of minor injury accidents in influenced and uninfluenced times,
was tabulated in a 2x2 contingency table,

III I



Severity

Yes

Serious IMinor

Influenced
No-

a b
c d

A Chi-squared test of independence on the contingency table was performed to test

the null hypothesis of no speed camera influence on crash severity. Statistically
significant lack of independence in the table indicates a departure from the null
hypothesis.

A ratio of relative crash severity of serious to minor injury between influenced and

uninfluenced times was also calculated for each hypothesis. This relative severity
ratio is given by

Q.

rs=.!::
h
d

A relative severity ratio close to 1 supports the null hypothesis whilst those less than
one support a reduction in crash severity during influenced times.



APPENDIX I

Detailed Results on Effects of Crash Severity

Significance
Probability

(one sided)

Normal

(0,1)

Chi

Squared
SEVERITY RATIO __ RELATIVE

(serious to minor) - -SEVERITY RATIO.. -,-- ,--."",.

No 'nflue Influence Influence/No Influence

OBSERVED
No Influence Influence
Serious Minor Serious MinorInfluenceHours- - ',.,-.-'~.':-:,",P'.--:'.

---

Ail
Site Operations 2695708344411100.3800.400 1.0510.6820.8260.796

Hours
TIN Receipt2475651066416830.3800.395 1.0380.5160.7190.764

Either Influence
2231592890822650.3760.401 1.0651.8471.3590.913

All arterials
High AlcoholSite Operations128724992184080.5150.534 1.0370.1650.4060.658

within a
HoursTIN Receipt120423483015590.5130.538 1.0500.3750.6130.730

one km radius
Either Influence107721274287800.5060.549 1.0841.2881.1350.872

Low Alcohol
Site Operations140845842267020.3070.322 1.0480.3260.5710.716

Hours
TIN Receipt1271416236311240.3050.323 1.0580.6700.8190.793

Either Influence
1154380148014850.3040.323 1.0651.0101.0050.843

Same arterial

AllSite Operations 4631231872490.3760.3490.9290.294-0.5420.294
within 1 km

HoursTIN Receipt48111041323760.4360.3510.8063.536-1.8800.060
either direction

Either Influence3729731785070.3820.3510.9180.643-0.8020.211
All

Site Operations 3543898358513930.3940.4201.0651.3971.1820.881
Hours

TIN Receipt3257826787121090.3940.413 1.0481.0841.0410.851
Either Influence

29457526118328500.3910.415 1.0612.0861.4440.926
All roads

High AlcoholSite Operations168232362945200.5200.565 1.0881.1361.0660.857
within a

HoursTIN Receipt157030224067340.5200.553 1.0650.8200.9060.817
one km radius

Either Influence1407273856910180.5140.5591.0881.8521.3610.913
Low alcohol

Site Operations186157472918730.3240.333 1.0290.1580.3980.655
Hours

TIN Receipt1687524546513750.3220.338 1.0510.6870.8290.796
Either Influence

1538478861418320.3210.335 1.0430.5940.7710.780Type of roads

All results NOT SIGNIFICANT

at the 5% level
(signs assigned from

relative severity ratio)



APPENDIX J

Speed Measurement Sites in Victoria

Site Numbers for the Sample Speed Sites: Nov 89.Joo 90.Nov 90. Joo 91 and Nov
91

RURAL 100 km/h Speed Limit

115, 116

406,407

117, 118

207,208
283,284

526,527

Western Hwy - west of Ballan Ballan
Calder Hwy - south of Elphingstone
Princes Fwy - at Lara
Hume Fwy - Seymour
Henty Hwy - south of Lah
Princes Hwy East - at Robin Hood, Warragul

75 km/h Speed Limit

19

31,33

67,68

137, 138

155

176,177

184, 185

200

424,425

428,429

434,435

Hume Hwy - between Jessica Rd and Camberfield
Nepean Hwy - between Asling St and EIsternwick
Dandenong Rd, Frankston
Doncaster Rd - near J.1. Tulley Drive
Wellington Rd, Haverbrack Drive, Mulgrave
Greens Rd - between Ordish Rd and Perry Rd, Keysborough
Mickleham Rd - Barrymore Rd , Greenvale
Hume Hwy - between Jessica Rd and G, Camberfield
Calder Hwy - south off Furness St, Bendigo
Princes Hwy - west of Rossn, Colac
Hume Hwy - north ofWangaratta

60 km/h Speed Limit

16,66

69, 70
402,403

404,405

436,437

Nepean Hwy - Seaford Rd, Seaford
Grimshaw St, Adeline St, Greensborough
Albert St/ Vickers St, Sebastabol

Q'Callaghans Pde, Horsham
Midland Hwy - west of McIvor, Bendigo
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